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Is there a pause in global warming?
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Figure1| Global mean1T (0–700m) withrespect toa1957–1990

climatology.a,Estimatesof Domingueset al.7 (DOM), Ishii et al.8 (ISH)

andLevituset al.9 (LEV),all of whichhavebeencorrectedfor XBTbiases.

Earlier (uncorrected) estimatesof Ishii et al.10 (ISH-UNCOR) and

Levituset al.11(LEV-UNCOR) arealsoshown.b, ISHandLEV1TIF(solid

lines) and1TSS(dottedlines) results.c,Recent observed1Testimates

comparedwiththeCMIP320CENMMRfor thesubsetsof models

includingVOLandNoV.MMRresultsarealsoshownfor theCMIP3SRES

A1Bscenarios,constructedfromthesameVOLandNoVsubsetsdefined

bythe20CENmodels.TheSRESA1Bresultsincludefewer model

simulationsthanwereavailableinthe20CENMMRs.All timeseriesare

computedfromspatiallycompletedata,except thedottedlinesinb.For

visual displaypurposesonly,all observational dataarefive-year

runningaverages.

that in both models and observations, the Atlantic warming is
larger thaninthePacific.

The 20CEN multimodel response (MMR) trends are more
sensitive to the inclusion or neglect of volcanic forcing than to
the use of spatially complete or subsampled data (Fig.2). In
most cases, the NoV 1TSS and 1TIF trends are larger than the
correspondingobservedestimates, whereastheVOLmodel results
arebounded by theobservational data. Recent evidencesuggests
that thecentury-scale1T changesin theVOLsimulationsmaybe
biasedlowasaresult of theneglect ofpre-Krakatoaeruptions20,but
thiswill havelittleimpact onthespatial structureofournormalized
fingerprint (seebelow).

Beforeconducting our D&A analysis, it is important to verify
that the models used here do not systematically underestimate
natural variability, particularly on decadal timescales relevant to
the detection of a slowly evolving ocean-warming signal. Such
comparisonsarehamperedbytherelativelyshort lengthof existing
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Figure2 | Observedandsimulatedleast-squareslinear trendsin1Tover

1960–1999.Resultsarefor global mean1Tandfor 1T insix individual

oceanbasins.CMIP320CENMMRsarebasedondifferent choicesof

appliedexternal forcings(blackbarsfor NoV,greybarsfor VOL) anddata

coverage(spatiallycompletemodel dataassolidbars;subsampledmodel

dataascheckeredbars).Observationsincludeinfilled (solidlines) and

subsampled(dashedlines) estimatesfor bothIshii et al.8 and

Levituset al.9.Domingueset al.7 estimatesareavailableonlyfor theinfilled

case.NorthAtlantic,NAtl;SouthAtlantic,SAtl;NorthPacific,NPac;South

Pacific,SPac;NorthIndian,NInd;SouthIndian;SInd.

observational 1T estimates. Similar comparisons with longer
observational seasurfacetemperaturerecords21 shownoevidence
that CMIP3 models systematically underestimate observed sea
surfacetemperaturevariabilityon5–20-year timescales.

Here, weusethevariability metricsS5 and S10 to comparethe
combined spatiotemporal variability of simulated and observed
five- and ten-year trends, respectively. This is done separately
for 1TSS and 1TIF. For each ocean basin (and for the global
mean), non-overlapping L-year trends in the 1T time series,
whereL is length in time, arepooled together and thestandard
deviation is computed from the pooled samples (see Methods).
For ten-year trends over 1960–1999, for example, there are 28
samples(four non-overlapping ten-year trends⇥ seven regions).
Becausevolcaniceruptionscontributetomultiyear variability7,15,19,
the 20CEN VOL simulations (rather than the control runs) are
themost appropriateintegrationsfor comparingtheamplitudeof
simulatedandobservedspatiotemporal variability.

With infilledobservationsandspatiallycompletemodel results,
there isno evidence that theCMIP3 VOL modelssystematically
underestimate the spatiotemporal variability of ten-year trends
(Fig.3a). The S10 result averaged for the three observations
(AVGOBS) isvirtuallyidentical totheaverageof theindividual S10

statisticsfromtheVOLmodels.
Asexpected, thespatiotemporal variabilityof both modelsand

observationsissystematicallylarger in1TSS(Fig.3b).Theobserved
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Human-inducedglobal oceanwarming

onmultidecadal timescales

P.J.Gleckler1*,B.D.Santer1,C.M.Domingues2,3,D.W.Pierce4,T.P.Barnett4,J.A.Church3,

K.E.Taylor1,K.M.AchutaRao5,T.P.Boyer6,M. Ishii7 andP.M.Caldwell1

Large-scale increases in upper-ocean temperatures are ev-
ident in observational records1. Several studies have used
well-established detectionandattribution methodstodemon-
strate that the observed basin-scale temperature changes
are consistent with model responses to anthropogenic forc-
ing and inconsistent with model-based estimates of natural
variability2–5. These studies relied on a single observational
data set and employed results from only one or two mod-
els. Recent identification of systematic instrumental biases6

in expendable bathythermograph data has led to improved
estimates of ocean temperature variability and trends7–9 and
provide motivation to revisit earlier detection and attribution
studies. Weexaminethecausesof oceanwarmingusingthese
improved observational estimates, together with results from
a large multimodel archive of externally forced and unforced
simulations. The time evolution of upper ocean temperature
changes in the newer observational estimates is similar to
that of the multimodel averageof simulationsthat include the
effects of volcanic eruptions. Our detection and attribution
analysis systematically examines the sensitivity of results to
a variety of model and data-processing choices. When global
mean changesare included, we consistently obtain a positive
identification(at the1%significancelevel) ofananthropogenic
fingerprint in observed upper-ocean temperature changes,
thereby substantially strengthening existing detection and
attributionevidence.

Weexaminevolumeaveragetemperatureanomalies(1T) for
the upper 700m of the global ocean (see Methods). Figure1a
compares uncorrected observational 1T estimates ISH-UNCOR
(ref. 10) and LEV-UNCOR (ref. 11) with improved versions,
ISH (ref. 8) and LEV (ref. 9), which incorporate corrections for
expendable bathythermograph (XBT) biases. The bias-corrected
temperature analysis7 from athird group (DOM) isalso shown.
Biascorrections haveasubstantial impact on thetimeevolution
of 1T, particularly during the1970s–1980s, when they markedly
reducespuriousdecadal variability.

As shown below, these bias adjustments have important
implicationsfor detectionandattribution(D&A) studies.Although
therearenosignificant differencesbetween the1T trends(which
range from 0.022 to 0.028◦C per decade) in thethree improved
observational datasets,Fig. 1aillustratesthat substantial structural
uncertaintiesremain.Theimpact of different XBTbiascorrections
isamajor sourceof thisuncertainty12.

1Programfor ClimateModel DiagnosisandIntercomparison, LawrenceLivermoreNational Laboratory,Mail CodeL-103,7000 East Avenue,Livermore,

California94550,USA,2AntarcticandClimateEcosystemsCooperativeResearchCentre,Hobart,Australia,3Centrefor AustralianWeather andClimate

ResearchandWealthfromOceansFlagship,CSIROMarineandAtmospheric Research,GPOBox1538,Hobart,Tasmania7001,Australia,4Climate

ResearchDivision, ScrippsInstitutionof Oceanography,Mail Stop0224,LaJolla92093,USA,5IndianInstituteof Technology,Delhi 110 016, India,
6National OceanographicDataCenter,National OceanicandAtmosphericAdministration,Silver Spring20910,USA,7ClimateResearchDepartment,

Meteorological ResearchInstitute,1-1,Nagamine,Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0052,Japan. *e-mail:gleckler1@llnl.gov.

Another important component of observational uncertainty
relatesto thesparsenessof ocean temperaturemeasurementsand
to the different methods used to objectively infill data where
and when measurementsarenot available13–15. ISH and LEV use
objective mapping techniques to carry out infilling, generating
anomalies that are biased towards zero in data-sparse regions.
The infilling method of DOM employs statistics of observed
ocean variability estimated from altimeter data. Wecomparethe
spatially complete infilled estimates(1TIF) with subsampled 1T
data (1TSS) restricted to available in situ measurements (see
Methods). Not surprisingly, the 1TSS variability in Fig. 1b is
greater than that of 1TIF, particularlyat thetimes/locationsof the
sparsest sampling(early in therecord and in thesouthern oceans;
SupplementaryFig.S1).

Weuseresultsfrom phase3of theCoupled Model Intercom-
parisonProject (CMIP3;seeMethodsandSupplementaryInforma-
tion) to obtain information on thebehaviour of 1T in unforced
(control) simulations and in externally forced twentieth-century
runs (20CEN). External forcing isby avariety of anthropogenic
factors(primarilygreenhousegasesandsulphateaerosols). Insome
models,theappliedforcingalsoincludesnatural changesinvolcanic
aerosolsand solar irradiance. Theseven CMIP3models(with the
datarequiredfor our analysis) incorporatingtheeffectsof volcanic
eruptions(VOL) in the20CEN simulationsuptakelessheat than
thesixthat donot (NoV)16.

Accounting for residual simulation drift (see Methods), the
multimodel VOLglobal mean1T timeseriesarewithinthespread
of observational estimates over the entire observational record,
whereasthewarmingintheNoVmultimodel averageislarger than
observedinthemost recent decades(Fig. 1c).Twenty-first-century
1T changesinCMIP3futureprojectionsarealsoshown17,andare
basedontheSRESA1BscenariofromtheIntergovernmental Panel
on ClimateChangeSpecial Report on EmissionsScenarios(SRES).
Thesmall discontinuitybetween the20CEN andSRESA1Bresults
arisesbecausefewer simulationsareavailablefor thescenario runs
andforcingdiscontinuitiesareknowntoexist insomesimulations18

(seeSupplementary Information). Notethat inclusion of volcanic
forcingincreasesthesimulatedvariability7,15,19.

Figure2 shows linear trendsover 1960–1999 in observed and
simulated 1TSS and 1TIF data. Results are for global averages
and each of the six ocean basins. Observed 1TIF trends are
generally smaller than their 1TSS counterparts, probably because
the 1TIF results are biased low in data-sparse regions. Note
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Figure1| Global mean1 T (0–700m) withrespect toa1957–1990

climatology.a,Estimatesof Domingueset al.7 (DOM), Ishii et al.8 (ISH)

andLevituset al.9 (LEV),all of whichhavebeencorrectedfor XBTbiases.

Earlier (uncorrected) estimatesof Ishii et al.10 (ISH-UNCOR) and

Levituset al.11(LEV-UNCOR) arealsoshown.b, ISHandLEV1TIF(solid

lines) and1TSS(dottedlines) results.c,Recent observed1Testimates

comparedwiththeCMIP320CENMMRfor thesubsetsof models

includingVOLandNoV.MMRresultsarealsoshownfor theCMIP3SRES

A1Bscenarios,constructedfromthesameVOLandNoVsubsetsdefined

bythe20CENmodels.TheSRESA1Bresultsincludefewer model

simulationsthanwereavailableinthe20CENMMRs.All timeseriesare

computedfromspatiallycompletedata,except thedottedlinesinb.For

visual displaypurposesonly,all observational dataarefive-year

runningaverages.

that in both models and observations, the Atlantic warming is
larger thaninthePacific.

The 20CEN multimodel response (MMR) trends are more
sensitive to the inclusion or neglect of volcanic forcing than to
the use of spatially complete or subsampled data (Fig.2). In
most cases, the NoV 1TSS and 1TIF trends are larger than the
correspondingobserved estimates, whereastheVOLmodel results
arebounded by theobservational data. Recent evidencesuggests
that thecentury-scale1T changesin theVOLsimulationsmaybe
biasedlowasaresult of theneglect ofpre-Krakatoaeruptions20,but
thiswill havelittleimpact onthespatial structureofournormalized
fingerprint (seebelow).

Beforeconducting our D&A analysis, it is important to verify
that the models used here do not systematically underestimate
natural variability, particularly on decadal timescales relevant to
the detection of a slowly evolving ocean-warming signal. Such
comparisonsarehamperedbytherelativelyshort lengthof existing
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Figure2 | Observedandsimulatedleast-squareslinear trendsin1 Tover

1960–1999.Resultsarefor global mean1Tandfor 1T insix individual

oceanbasins.CMIP320CENMMRsarebasedondifferent choicesof

appliedexternal forcings(blackbarsfor NoV,greybarsfor VOL) anddata

coverage(spatiallycompletemodel dataassolidbars;subsampledmodel

dataascheckeredbars).Observationsincludeinfilled(solid lines) and

subsampled(dashedlines) estimatesfor bothIshii et al.8 and

Levituset al.9.Domingueset al.7 estimatesareavailableonly for the infilled

case.NorthAtlantic,NAtl;SouthAtlantic,SAtl;NorthPacific,NPac;South

Pacific,SPac;NorthIndian,NInd;SouthIndian;SInd.

observational 1T estimates. Similar comparisons with longer
observational seasurfacetemperaturerecords21 shownoevidence
that CMIP3 models systematically underestimate observed sea
surfacetemperaturevariabilityon5–20-year timescales.

Here, weusethevariability metricsS5 and S10 to comparethe
combined spatiotemporal variability of simulated and observed
five- and ten-year trends, respectively. This is done separately
for 1TSS and 1TIF. For each ocean basin (and for the global
mean), non-overlapping L-year trends in the 1T time series,
whereL is length in time, arepooled together and thestandard
deviation is computed from the pooled samples (see Methods).
For ten-year trends over 1960–1999, for example, there are 28
samples (four non-overlapping ten-year trends⇥ seven regions).
Becausevolcaniceruptionscontributetomultiyear variability7,15,19,
the 20CEN VOL simulations (rather than the control runs) are
themost appropriateintegrationsfor comparingtheamplitudeof
simulatedandobservedspatiotemporal variability.

With infilledobservationsandspatiallycompletemodel results,
there isno evidence that theCMIP3 VOL modelssystematically
underestimate the spatiotemporal variability of ten-year trends
(Fig.3a). The S10 result averaged for the three observations
(AVGOBS) isvirtually identical totheaverageof theindividual S10

statisticsfromtheVOLmodels.
Asexpected, thespatiotemporal variability of both modelsand

observationsissystematicallylarger in1TSS(Fig. 3b).Theobserved
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the “pause”



Changes in global water cycle:  observed



Changes in global water cycle:  projections

Less CO2-intensive pathway More CO2-intensive pathway

“wet get wetter, dry get drier”



Changes in extreme precipitation:  observed 

More rain falling in heaviest rain events (blue) in NE United States.



Changes in hurricane number less clear



Clear evidence
for changes
in temperature
extremes:

less cold events
more warm events



AR5 projections

global temperature rise likely (68% conf.) +1.5-5°C by 2100

sea level rise likely +0.3-1m by 2100



AR5 projections

global temperature rise likely (68% conf.) +1.5-5°C by 2100

sea level rise likely +0.3-1m by 2100

My opinion:  probably closer to 1m
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Two contributions to sea level rise:

1) land ice melting

How will the cryosphere respond to global warming?

2) thermal expansion

Will scale with warming, but warming uncertain.



The cryosphere is responding fast to warming temperatures.



Sea level has increased

~10cm since 1960

~6cm since 1993

current rates are

+3.8mm/yr

signs of accelerating 

melting are now clear

mountain glaciers 

particularly striking

Greenland is

already negative mass 

balance; Antarctica

more complicated

The uncertain sea level future

IPCC AR5

Twelfth Session of Working Group I  Approved Summary for Policymakers 

IPCC WGI AR5 SPM-29 27 September 2013 

Figure SPM.3 [FIGURE SUBJECT TO FINAL COPYEDIT] 

 

  



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIZTMVNBjc4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIZTMVNBjc4


http://vrstudio.buffalo.edu/~depape/warming/World100-8190.jpg

+100m sea level rise*

Will this be our planet in 3000AD?

* Ice free Earth only good for +80m



http://climategem.geo.arizona.edu/slr/world/index.html

+6m by 2200?



Measuring sea level changes in time:

1. Tide gauges 
Located at coastal stations, they measure the relative change in sea level.

2. Satellite altimetry 

Satellites in orbit around the planet use radar altimetry to measure the height of 
the sea level (accuracy of 2 cm).

Attribution of observed changes:

1. Ocean heating and thermal expansion (steric 
effect) 
Requires detailed measurements of ocean heat content

2. Melting of land ice (eustatic effect) 

Difficult to measure directly: indirect measurements include area extent of 
glaciers and snow-covered regions, and changes in global ocean salinity (ie last ice 
age)



WOCE Sea Level Stations as of February 2000 (from Tidal Gauges)

WOCE is the World Ocean Circulation Experiment  http://woce.nodc.noaa.gov/wdiu/ 
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Sea Level trends based on Tidal Gauges

9/ 11/ 13 9:39 AMTide Gauge Sea Level |  CU Sea Level Research Group

Page 1 of 2http:/ / sealevel.colorado.edu/ content/ t ide- gauge- sea- level

Share

Tide Gauge Sea Level
Edited: 2011-05-17

Historical Tide Gauge Measurements

Traditionally, global sea level change has been estimated from tide gauge measurements collected
over the last century. Tide gauges, usually placed on piers, measure the sea level relative to a nearby
geodetic benchmark. The figure below is the most commonly used tide gauge measurement system,
a float operating in a stilling well. Surveys of the tide gauge site are performed regularly to account for
any settling of the site. Tide gauges may also move vertically with the region as a result of post-
glacial rebound, tectonic uplift or crustal subsidence. This greatly complicates the problem of
determining global sea level change from tide gauge data. Differences in global sea level estimates
from tide gauge data usually reflect the investigator's approach in considering these vertical crustal
movements. Tide gauges also monitor meteorological factors that affect sea levels, such as
barometric pressure and wind speed, so that these variable factors can be eliminated from long-term
assessments of sea level change. Although the global network of tide gauges comprises of a poorly
distributed sea level measurement system, it offers the only source of historical, precise, long-term
sea level data. Major conclusions from tide gauge data have been that global sea level has risen
approximately 10-25 cm during the past century.

Tide Gauge Estimates of Mean Sea Level Rise

Estimates of global sea level rise which were derived from tide gauge records are found in the table
below. Most of the investigators reported that the estimated values were sensitive to the choice of
record length and the tide gauges selected. This sensitivity coupled with different computational
techniques and modeling would certainly explain some of the differences shown below.

 

Sea Level Rise
(mm/yr)

Error
(mm/yr)

Data Used
(years)

# of Tide
Gauges

References

2.8 ±0.8 1993-2009 ~200 Church & White (2011)

1.7 ±0.2 1900-2009 >38 since 1900 Church & White (2011)

1.9 ±0.4 1961-2009
>190 since

1960
Church & White (2011)

1.43 ±0.14 1881-1980 152 Barnett (1984)

2.27 ±0.23 1930-1980 152 Barnett (1984)

1.2 ±0.3 1880-1982 130 Gornitz and Lebedeff (1987)

2.4 ±0.9 1920-1970 40
Peltier and Tushingham
(1989)

1.75 ±0.13 1900-1979 84 Trupin and Wahr (1990)

1.7 ±0.5 N/A N/A
Nakiboglu and Lambeck
(1991)

1.8 ±0.1 1880-1980 21 Douglas (1991)

1.62 ±0.38 1807-1988 213 Unal and Ghil (1995)

CU Sea Level Research Group
University of Colorado
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GMSL Rates

CU: 3.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr
AVISO: 3.2 ± 0.6 mm/yr
CSIRO: 3.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr
NOAA: 3.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr (w/ GIA)

 

Frequent Questions

What is the format of the
dates in the GMSL time
series?

Do you account for plate
tectonics in the global mean
sea level trend?

Is sedimentation in the oceans
accounted for in the GMSL
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Satellite-derived sea level trends



An example of Temperature measurements:
Expendable Bathythermograph (XBT) Lines

XBT
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Steric Sea Level Change
(Willis et al., 2004;
Levitus et al., 2005a;
Ishi et al., 2006)



So steric sea level rise is roughly 50% of recent sea level rise.
Leaves 50% for land ice melting.
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Tide Gauge Sea Level
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Historical Tide Gauge Measurements

Traditionally, global sea level change has been estimated from tide gauge measurements collected
over the last century. Tide gauges, usually placed on piers, measure the sea level relative to a nearby
geodetic benchmark. The figure below is the most commonly used tide gauge measurement system,
a float operating in a stilling well. Surveys of the tide gauge site are performed regularly to account for
any settling of the site. Tide gauges may also move vertically with the region as a result of post-
glacial rebound, tectonic uplift or crustal subsidence. This greatly complicates the problem of
determining global sea level change from tide gauge data. Differences in global sea level estimates
from tide gauge data usually reflect the investigator's approach in considering these vertical crustal
movements. Tide gauges also monitor meteorological factors that affect sea levels, such as
barometric pressure and wind speed, so that these variable factors can be eliminated from long-term
assessments of sea level change. Although the global network of tide gauges comprises of a poorly
distributed sea level measurement system, it offers the only source of historical, precise, long-term
sea level data. Major conclusions from tide gauge data have been that global sea level has risen
approximately 10-25 cm during the past century.

Tide Gauge Estimates of Mean Sea Level Rise

Estimates of global sea level rise which were derived from tide gauge records are found in the table
below. Most of the investigators reported that the estimated values were sensitive to the choice of
record length and the tide gauges selected. This sensitivity coupled with different computational
techniques and modeling would certainly explain some of the differences shown below.

 

Sea Level Rise
(mm/yr)

Error
(mm/yr)

Data Used
(years)

# of Tide
Gauges

References

2.8 ±0.8 1993-2009 ~200 Church & White (2011)

1.7 ±0.2 1900-2009 >38 since 1900 Church & White (2011)

1.9 ±0.4 1961-2009
>190 since

1960
Church & White (2011)

1.43 ±0.14 1881-1980 152 Barnett (1984)

2.27 ±0.23 1930-1980 152 Barnett (1984)

1.2 ±0.3 1880-1982 130 Gornitz and Lebedeff (1987)

2.4 ±0.9 1920-1970 40
Peltier and Tushingham
(1989)

1.75 ±0.13 1900-1979 84 Trupin and Wahr (1990)

1.7 ±0.5 N/A N/A
Nakiboglu and Lambeck
(1991)

1.8 ±0.1 1880-1980 21 Douglas (1991)

1.62 ±0.38 1807-1988 213 Unal and Ghil (1995)

CU Sea Level Research Group
University of Colorado
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GMSL Rates

CU: 3.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr
AVISO: 3.2 ± 0.6 mm/yr
CSIRO: 3.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr
NOAA: 3.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr (w/ GIA)

 

Frequent Questions

What is the format of the
dates in the GMSL time
series?

Do you account for plate
tectonics in the global mean
sea level trend?

Is sedimentation in the oceans
accounted for in the GMSL
estimate?

What determines the x-
intercept (i.e., "zero-crossing"
or "base year") of the GMSL
plots?

Why is the GMSL different
than local tide gauge
measurements?

All FAQs

Sea Level Links

AVISO

CLS Radar Altimetry Tutorial

CSIRO

GFZ GRACE

Global Sea Level Observing
System (GLOSS)

JPL GRACE Tellus

JPL Ocean Surface
Topography

LEGOS-CTOH

NASA EO: World of Change

NASA Global Climate Change

NOAA Satellite Altimetry

Permanent Service for Mean
Sea Level (PSMSL)

Radar Altimeter Database
(RADS)

USF Grace Ocean Mass

UT/CSR GRACE
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TOTAL:

THERMAL EXPANSION:



Rignot et al., GRL 2011

Mass balance estimates

(blue/black = traditional;

Red = satellite gravity)

For

GREENLAND

ANTARCTICA

BOTH

Can we detect melting

of the polar ice sheets?



Mass balance of Antarctica is critical…

Shepherd et al., Science 2012

Some parts are growing



but cumulative mass 

balance is negative.

Translation:  data

support melting

polar ice caps.

Implies that ice sheets have 

contributed 11±4mm of sea 

level rise since 1990.

[total observed = +60mm

since 1993 from topex/jason] 

Shepherd et al., Science 2012
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IPCC AR5 Global Sea Level Projection



But models have done a poor job of
simulating historical sea level rise…



Some simple math:

current sea level rise  +3 to 4 mm/yr

x 100yrs = +0.3m to +0.4m at 2100

but must account for acceleration…

Ex:  if rate of rise doubles by 2050 to +7mm/yr,

then would be well over +1m by 2100
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